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Introduction 

 When last we left off, I mentioned that evil is not very well defined and that we would need 

to define what it is before we can determine whether or not God exists based on the three rules for 

being God (all-good, all-knowing and all-powerful) because God’s existence, at least thus far, 

relies upon him being all-good. If God allows evil, how can he be all-good? And, if he isn’t all 

good, he doesn’t exist (as we have defined him, at least). 

 I will summarize a few concepts of what evil may be considered, according to A Thinkers 

Guide to Evil, and suggest they have done a poor job in describing the possibilities of what evil is 

and that we should be looking at (perhaps I should have chosen a book more wisely) the term more 

closely by finding the necessary and sufficient conditions for evil rather than mainly describing 

fictional representations of evil. 

What Is Evil? 

 There is no concrete answer as to what evil may or may not be because evil is not nearly 

as cut and dry as we would hope it to be. For example, many people would consider Hitler to be 

an evil man who did many evil things while in control of the German government. People believe 

this because what we know of him is only the horrible things that he did. While he “…was generous 

and loyal…loved children and supported friends when they were in difficulties…had great pride 

in the achievements of the German nation and a fierce intolerance of communism…” and may 

have been alluring when he spoke publicly, he never once thought torturing and killing millions 

of people because of their religious affiliation was bad, immoral or evil. Hitler actually thought he 

was doing the right thing for his people. Hitler was not dressed in all black (not that dressing in all 

black makes one evil or is a sure sign of evil), did not claim to have joined forces with the “Dark 

Side” or claim to be in cahoots with some demon or even completely uncaring or unsympathetic 
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to humanity, all of which we would consider to be traits that make evil doers easily recognizable 

(e.g. Darth Vader, vampires, black magic witches, Skeletor, etc.). (Arliss, 2003), pg. 6. 

 Some suggest that evil comes from an imperfect universe, others believe it is punishment 

for original sin, while others believe evil exists to counterbalance and/or to allow us to know what 

good really is. The definitions of what evil is mainly come from various religious affiliations—all 

of which are at odds between evil being the fault of humans without any sort of cosmic presence 

required or some supernatural-type presence controlling a person’s evil behavior (sort of like we 

imagine a demon would do). For example, Buddhists think one can “locate evil firmly in the human 

psyche and believe that it is caused by ignorance of the self.” (Arliss, 2003), pg. 39. Because there 

is no God in Buddhism this sentiment is directly, and solely, related to human activity; God has 

nothing to do with it. Christians on the other hand do believe humans have a part when they use 

“reason over faith and trust in God,” but also believe in evil caused by devils and demons (Arliss, 

2003), pg. 47. 

So, What Exactly Is Evil Then? 

 While explaining where evil arguably comes from, whether completely human driven or 

some cosmic force manipulating the world or people in it, and describing high profile dictators we, 

in hindsight, consider to have conducted evil acts, it does not explain or even come close to 

defining what evil is. So, what exactly is evil then? Is evil a subjective experience? I would like to 

think that there could be some universal agreement on what evil is, but I’m beginning to think this 

in unlikely. In some cases we can clearly define what evil is in our Hollywood fantasies, but in 

other cases evil is not as easily identified there either. Often, evil is portrayed as the quest for 

power (perhaps Nietzsche said it best when he said “God is dead and the only human motivation 

is the will to power.” But, that would imply that all humans are evil if we use the quest for power 
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as the only real definition of evil—I’ll get to that later). Darth Vader, for example, is made to look 

like a bad guy and is a very good bad guy one may love to hate; however, if you pay close enough 

attention to the message in the movie, even Darth Vader isn’t a clear cut evil doer despite his 

involvement with the Dark Side. 

 In fact, if we pick the character apart, Darth Vader is on one end of a political spectrum 

and the rebels on the other. Perhaps we could equate it with the democrats and republicans as of 

late, or better yet, the conservatives and liberals. Liberals want modern change and they want it 

quickly while the conservatives are not completely opposed to change, but want it to happen more 

slowly and perhaps less extreme. Darth Vader is one who wanted rapid change. He was tired of 

playing political games and because he was strongly opinionated (and easily angered by 

improprieties and injustices he saw) he was more radical. Some would argue that this made him 

more susceptible to being enticed by evil or corruption; however, this may also be subjective 

depending on who is arguing it. The relationship between the two sides is like the old adage, “if 

you’re not with me, you’re against me;” thus the fighting began. Darth Vader saw the rebels (who 

were supposed to be fighting for freedom from tyranny) as bad and the rebels saw those on the 

Dark Side as the tyrants. Each side killed equally in their quest for power (sometimes defensively 

and other times offensively) and the only thing that justified the rebellious killing was the favorable 

portrayal of the rebels as defenders of freedom from those tyrants. The only reason we “know” he 

is evil is because he doesn’t deny it. However, Darth Vader exhibited empathy and love on 

occasion, but more so when he refused to kill his son despite being mortal enemies. I would think 

pure evil would not care; thus, it is arguable whether or not we can even say characters such as 

Darth Vader are evil—they may do things that we (as an audience on the outside looking in) may 
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deem bad, but I’m not entirely sure that doing bad things would make one evil. The question then 

arises, does being a bad person equate to being evil? 

 Some of the actions people take are quite bad and, to opposing parties, often quite tragic, 

but I’m not entirely convinced we can attribute evil to much of them (we especially can’t put all 

the weight on evil defined by fictional characters either). We can’t possibly know what is or was 

going through the minds of people, like Hitler, who do extremely horrible things. Perhaps it was a 

good intention gone bad or an insane man drunk on power and wealth. The wars in the Middle 

East are another great example of evil being relative (at least from a cultural perspective) because 

Westerners see certain behaviors or statements as a threat and any rise against them from the East 

is seen as terrorism rather than them offensively defending themselves, their culture, their country 

and their right to govern themselves free from the tyranny of Western leaders. I am by no means 

saying September 11,th suicide bombings or other war activities are a good thing. I am, however, 

merely conveying how different sides will perceive what they are doing as good or evil. 

Westerners, and even some Muslims or Easterners, will see the actions of the Muslim extremists 

as evil, but those on the side of the extremists will be, and often are, seen as heroes because they 

are standing up against the injustices that have been done against them—long after talking has 

done them no good. 

All of the above are examples of either bad judgments or just plain bad behavior, but if we 

use the quest for power and selfishness to define evil we’d have to conclude a lot of people are 

evil—even ones who don’t do extremely bad things. For example, the executives on wall street 

would be considered evil because they certainly were selfish and were chasing after power when 

they mismanaged money with purpose and gave out bonuses despite their conning the system and 

getting bailed out by the American public (perhaps they are evil). People who look for a higher 
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paying job so they can keep up with the Jones’ would also fit this category because the more money 

one makes and the higher up in a company they get, the more power they have (including buying 

power) and with this they can obtain material items (which could also include the owning of a 

home); they would be considered selfish because that money could certainly go to others who need 

it more than they do, etc. Regardless of this, none of it explains the horrible things that happen to 

millions of people by Mother Nature. Can we even call natural disasters an evil considering nature 

is not “aware” and could therefore not have mal intent? Is mal intent a piece that should be added 

to the definition of evil? But, then that brings us back to the original problem—those we may 

consider evil doers by other factors may not consider their actions to have been conducted with 

mal intent.  

Conclusion 

 I think an exploration of the necessary and sufficient conditions of what evil is would have 

been a much better way to attempt making a determination as to what evil possibly is. We can 

argue about various hypothetical’s, movie plots and characters, or historical figures, but none of it 

will identify what exactly evil is merely because by doing so in such a way is done with a biased 

outlook—as in an American looking at various scenarios from a strictly American cultural 

perspective. If we dive into vetting what is NOT evil and what separates just plain bad from pure 

evil we might be able to come to a conclusion that isn’t relative and is more objective and that 

would be universally agreed on regardless of what country you live in or what religion one 

practices. 


